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INTRODUCTION
Dead Pilotz Society is an action-adventure NFT game being developed by COIN GAMEz.
The game takes place out in an archipelago of islands called The Forgotten Sea where
Pilotz search and battle for hidden treasure worth cryptocurrency.
To play Dead Pilotz Society a player will need to acquire a Pilot NFT which is on the
Solana Blockchain. All Pilotz come with standard gear such as Fighter Propellor Plane
and a Handgun, but if a player wants to equip their Pilot with special weaponry or
resources they will need to acquire more advanced NFT’s, such as a Fighter Jet Plane
NFT, Sniper Rifle NFT or Healing Crystal NFT. There will be many types of advanced
NFT resources to collect. To acquire advanced NFT’s, players need to buy or trade them
from a Solana Marketplace or earn them in the game through winning battles or finding
them in the game’s metaverse.

Early Development Gameplay Footage
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Blockchain Mechanics
Built on Solana blockchain
Non-fungible Token (NFT) asset ownership
Blockchain based in-game currency: JEWELZ
Real-time smart contract execution of gaming actions
NFT marketplace for direct exchange of assets
Play-to-Earn Gaming (P2E)

Game Mechanics
PC Game at Launch (Mobile and Console TBA)
Battle Royale Game Mode
Open World Game Mode
Air combat flying abilities
Ground combat and searching abilities
Player vs. player combat
Player vs. environment elements
Multi-player gaming
Resource scavenging
Competitive reward winning scenarios
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WHO THIS WHITE PAPER IS FOR
This white paper is intended for executives, cryptocurrency enthusiasts, entrepreneurs,
video gamers and people interested in P2E gaming.
This paper provides an abstract overview of Dead Pilotz Society. The nucleus of this
paper explains the fun world of this gaming metaverse and the riveting application of
blockchain technology to facilitate it. This is not intended as a deep technical white paper,
but more of an introduction to Dead Pilotz Society for general business readers and
aspiring players.
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WHAT IS DEAD PILOTZ SOCIETY?
Dead Pilotz Society is an action-adventure NFT game built with Unity Engine on the
Solana Blockchain. There will be several gameplay modes; and the first mode being
launched is a battle royale mode similar to Fortnite or Call of Duty. Eventually, there will
be a free roam mode similar to Red Dead Redemption or Grand Theft Auto. One of the
exciting components of Dead Pilotz Society is the ability to explore and compete in the
world both by planes in the air and by feet on the ground.
The game takes place out in The Forgotten Sea, a vast ocean of wild islands that was
once home to one of the earliest species of human. In the late 1600’s, during the ‘Golden
Age’ of piracy, hundreds of pirates made The Forgotten Sea their favorite spot to hideout
and bury their stolen loot. But it wasn’t long after the dawn of transatlantic aviation that
some exploring pilots found themselves in this wild region of the sea. There was like a
magnetic pole to all the bountiful treasure hidden through the islands that brought lots of
colorful pilotz to The Forgotten Sea, where they are still searching and battling over this
precious source of riches to this day.
Players will have a chance to compete for in-game currency called Jewelz, and other NFT
assets through both air and land exploration and combat.

Early Development Gameplay Footage
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GAME MODES
There will be two multiplayer game modes; Battle Royale and Open World Free Roam.
In Battle Royale mode, players will have a limited amount of time to battle and search
for resources, treasure and the Grand Treasure, hidden in the games environment. The
first player or team to get the Grand Treasure wins the game and reaps the rewards.
There will be special in-game features that help guide players to the Grand Treasure.
Over time, there will be various modes to Battle Royale, including; deathmatch and
team modes.
In Open World Free Roam mode, players will come and go as they please. There will
be clues that take players on quests throughout the world to find hidden resources and
treasure. Players will also need to defend assets collected in that round of play. There
will also be daily scavenger hunts, combat modes and various other games to play.
*Beta version will only have Battle Royale. Open World Free Roam mode will be released
in a later version.

EXPLORATION
The Forgotten Sea will be a fun world to explore in both Battle Royale and Open World
modes with lots of features including flying mode, land mode and water mode. There will be
pilotz, pirates, animals, creatures and monsters in the environment that pilotz will have to
fight and deal with from time to time. Over time, more and more of The Forgotten Sea islands
and ocean will be revealed with more fun and exciting areas to explore, as the game is
further developed.
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THE FORGOTTEN SEA
A Story of Lost Greedy Pilotz; The Characters
There are 10,000 Unique Pilotz living on the blockchain in The Forgotten Sea with more
Pilotz to be discovered. Each Pilot has it’s own unique blend of traits, characteristics and
abilities. The following is a list of the main types of pilotz in The Forgotten Sea:

Human Pilotz – The most common pilotz are the Human Pilotz, who have been
around The Forgotten Sea for the last 50 or so years chasing treasure. But some are
more rare and powerful than others depending on the traits they have.
Humanoid Pilotz – The Humanoid Pilotz are half human/half android pilotz that have
special boosts from their android qualities and make for a tough adversary in battle.
Skeleton Pilotz – Some of the oldest pilotz of The Forgotten Sea, the rare skeleton
Pilotz have seen a lot of battle and a lot of death over the years. All that experience
has created a very skilled, powerful and greedy hunter of treasure.
Astronaut Pilotz – Astronaut Pilotz are a very rare type of pilot that accidentally
found themselves in The Forgotten Sea during a voyage to or from space. They are
highly skilled pilotz with powerful boosts.
Alien Pilotz – Alien Pilotz are extremely rare on Earth in general but especially in The
Forgotten Sea, and they have special boosts that make them some of the most
ferocious treasure hunters in the region.
Whether its because of the type of pilot or the combination of traits, the rarest pilotz will
have the highest boosts in the game. However, if a player gets good enough, any of them
can out-maneuver, out-gun and out-think any pilot to beat to the next treasure or hidden
assets. Pilotz can also level up in ranking over time which increases boosts.
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The World; Island Creatures and Ocean Monsters
Dead Pilotz Society game takes place in The Forgotten Sea. It’s a vast region of tropical
islands far from regular civilization in an uncharted area of the ocean. It is said that some
of the oldest species of the planet still roam parts of The Forgotten Sea. So it’s not just
other pilotz you’ll have to watch out for when searching for treasure, the islands and sea
have their own treacherous monsters, creatures and pitfalls to deal with.
So try not to die, again…

Not Actual Gameplay Footage
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The Hunt and Battle for Jewelz (In-Game Coin)
In the Battle Royale mode, your goal will be to quickly find and fight over hidden treasure
filled with Jewelz coin. The Grand Treasure will have the most amount of Jewelz, but it
will be the hardest to find and the most contested - so be prepared to fly, run, and shoot
as fast as you can to secure it.

Early Development Gameplay Footage

In the Free Roam mode, you will need to unlock quests and collect clues to find valuable
Jewelz in the game, but it’ll be worth it, and a lot of fun, as you battle pilotz, creatures and
other wild elements to find it.

Jewelz will be the in-game fungible payment token. It will be inflationary, as it matches
the growth of the in-game economy. The total supply of Jewelz to start will be
1,000,000,000. You can collect Jewelz several ways; bonus allocation, finding Jewelz in
the game, winning competitions, purchasing it on a DEFI app, or through a transfer.
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The Enchanted Shovel; finding Dead Pilotz
Along your various journey’s in The Forgotten Sea you might stumble across a rare
tombstone, and if you possess an Enchanted Shovel, you will be able to use it to dig up a
dead pilot which you can use, sell or save for another day. If you don’t have an
Enchanted Shovel you can sell the coordinates to another player or, better yet, acquire
your own shovel.

Advance, Conquer The Forgotten Sea and Get Jewelz!
There are lots of resources to find in The Forgotten Sea. The key to conquering this
game is to get good at gameplay, find as much valuable loot as you can and upgrade
your Pilot. Jewelz coin will be some of the most sought after blockchain game treasure,
but it’s not the only valuable commodity - there are all kinds of weapons, plane parts,
machinery, dead pilotz, magical items and other precious NFT assets to collect, sell and
trade to help you advance, conquer and get Jewelz playing Dead Pilotz Society!
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